Food & Beverage
Video Walls

Sports &
Entertainment
Broadcast
Regardless of location, if you have a message to
communicate then our digital signage solutions are
the perfect ﬁt for you! Control all your messaging
centrally and ensure you are always relaying fresh
and current content to your guests.

Multiple Screen Sizes

YOU’RE
ONE STEP AWAY
FROM BEING
NOTICED.
Harnessing the power of
technology and the internet to
connect you with your client.

Our products come in various screens sizes to ﬁt all
your digital display needs for any venue.

Interactive
Utilizing interactive displays engages the customer
and enables them to make active purchasing
decisions from booking tee times to making
restaurant reservations or keeping up to date with
your latest social media posts.

Entertain
Keep your members and guests up to date with live
sporting events or current news events whilst they
relax before or after a round of golf.

YOU’RE ONE STEP AWAY
FROM BEING NOTICED.

Taxi & Transport
The network of displays will inform riders of the
various products and services in and around
Whistler & Vancouver, as well as entertain them
during their trip. Advertisers will be able to
display both static and video advertisements for
a speciﬁed time. Content is updated on demand
via a Wi-Fi connection that is available in each
taxi.

Hospitality
For the hospitality industry, One Step Solutions is in
a unique position to be able to offer an extensive
range of technological solutions to broadcast your
message in a dynamic and eye catching way,
increase message recall, inﬂuence guest behaviour
and interact directly with your target market.

A customer taking a taxi ride is a captive
audience for the time they’re in the car.
This makes digital signage in
this environment the
perfect...

Free Standing Displays

Displays for all Environments
Whatever the weather with our Outdoor Android
SL range you can be sure your message will be
seen! All the sleek design qualities of the Android
SL range but with the protection of a fully IP65
rated enclosure to protect your message in the
harshest environments. With these ultra-high bright
displays even in direct sunlight you will be sure of
getting your message to the right people at the
right time. – with the additional capability of touch
functionality. (Varies in sizes from; From 22"- 55")
Dynamic advertising leading to increased recall of
message and ability to charge increased ad
rates. – keep control of your own
advertising!

Our Freestanding Screens broadcast dynamic and
engaging messaging in an impactful way that
captures a guests attention. When ﬁrst impressions
matter, the ability to display information &
promotional messaging can ensure a guest is
receiving the latest information relevant to their stay.

Virtual Concierge
A ‘must have’ for all forward thinking venues hoping
to enhance the experience for their guests by
providing them with relevant information at
the touch of a ﬁnger. Restaurants,
reservations amenities weather....the
possibilities are endless—have
total control.

Outdoor
Solutions

...advertising vehicle
and is also the perfect medium
to provide informative and helpful
information to improve their journey.
The BC taxi association is large and powerful
organization, lets engage the industry and
incorporate technology to beneﬁt the consumers,
the local businesses all our beautiful city!

www.one-stepsolutions.ca

